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The defined contribution (DC) fee environment continues to experience radical
changes. New and pending legislation and fee lawsuits have created a heightened
awareness among plan sponsors and the industry.
In depth analysis of plan fees is now commonplace, and recordkeepers have
responded by reevaluating their offers and providing greater fee transparency and
flexibility.
Callan’s DC Fee Survey examines how plan sponsors are evaluating their plan fee
structures, who pays plan fees, how fee structure analysis has affected plan design
and what plan sponsors’ goals around plan fees will be in the next year.

Introduction
Defined contribution fees are an area of focus for plan sponsors in the wake of recent and
pending legislation and fee lawsuits. Detailed fee analysis and benchmarking are increasingly
common given the heightened scrutiny of DC plan fees.
Callan conducted a survey of 75 defined contribution plan sponsors to examine their structure
and fee evaluation practices. This paper shares our survey findings of how plan fees are calculated and benchmarked, how fees are paid and key areas of focus for sponsors relating to
plan fees.
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About Callan Associates
Founded in 1973, Callan Associates Inc. is one of the largest independently owned investment
consulting firms in the country. Headquartered in San Francisco, Calif., the firm provides research,
education, decision support and advice to a broad array of institutional investors through five distinct
lines of business: Fund Sponsor Consulting, Independent Adviser Group, Institutional Consulting
Group, Callan Investments Institute and the Trust Advisory Group. Callan employs more than 170
people and maintains four regional offices located in Denver, Chicago, Atlanta and Florham Park, N.J.

About the Callan Investments Institute
The Callan Investments Institute, established in 1980, is a source of continuing education for those in
the institutional investment community. The Institute conducts conferences and workshops and
provides published research, surveys and newsletters. The Institute strives to present the most timely
and relevant research and education available so our clients and our associates stay abreast of
important trends in the investments industry.

Background
Callan’s Defined Contribution Fee Survey

What type of DC plan is offered
as the company's primary DC plan?

covers 75 DC plan sponsors. Two-thirds
(66.7%) of the plans represented are
401(k) plans; another 16% are 403(b)s.

4.0% 2.7%
Other

16.0%

403(b)

Half of the plans in the survey fall within
the 5,000 to 50,000 participant range, and

5.3%

401(a)

while plans range from less than $20 mil-

5.3%

401(k) and Profit Sharing
401(k)

lion in assets to over $1 billion, most are

66.7%

over $100 million in assets.
While the majority of plan sponsors
(65.3%) reported that the DC plan is the

What is the size
of the primary DC plan offered?

primary employer-sponsored retirement

2.7%

vehicle provided to company employees,
most (59.7%) also offer a traditional

Profit Sharing Plan

>$1 billion

8.0%
5.3%

38.7%

5.3%

$500.1 million to $1 billion
$200.1 million to $500 million

defined benefit (DB) pension plan to some

$100.1 million to $200 million

or all employees. These findings contra-

$50.1 million to $100 million

dict the common perception that employ-

28.0%

ers only provide DC plans as their primary

$20 million to $50 million
<$20 million

12.0%

retirement offering to participants, when in
fact many make DB plans available as
well.

Approximately how many participants
are there in the primary plan?

One in five (19%) plan sponsors surveyed

2.9% 4.3%
7.1%
4.3%
4.3%

said they do not offer another retirement

100,000 to 500,000
50,000 to 100,000
10,000 to 50,000

plan or financial security program.

5,000 to 10,000
1,000 to 5,000
27.1%

31.4%

500 to 1,000
100 to 500

18.6%

0 to 100
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Plan Structure
In the DC arena, fees vary depending on whether
a plan is fully bundled, partially bundled or fully

FULLY BUNDLED

unbundled.

The recordkeeper and trustee are the
same; all the investment funds are man-

These distinctions are important because fully

aged by the investment division or affili-

bundled plans are often paid for entirely with rev-

ate of the recordkeeper.

enue sharing or other allocations derived from
the expense ratio of a plan’s mutual funds.

PARTIALLY BUNDLED

Partially bundled plan fees may be either partly or

The recordkeeper and trustee are the

fully paid through revenue sharing or other allo-

same, but not all of the funds are man-

cations, but a portion of fees can also be paid

aged by the recordkeeper.

through an out-of-pocket fee by either the plan

FULLY UNBUNDLED

participant or plan sponsor. Conversely, fully

The recordkeeper and trustee are inde-

unbundled plans do not generally use revenue

pendent; none of the investment funds

sharing to pay for plan expenses—fees can still

are managed by the recordkeeper.

be paid by plan participants through basis point
wrap fees and/or per participant fees. Either way,
these fees tend to be much more transparent
than in bundled plans.
The majority of respondent firms favor a partially
bundled approach. Across respondents, about
one-quarter (26.7%) of plans are fully bundled,

How is your DC plan structured?
Fully
Unbundled

Fully
Bundled
21.3%

another half (52%) are partially bundled and
approximately one-fifth (21.3%) are fully unbun-

52.0%

dled. This is consistent with other evidence
showing that while the fully unbundled model is
not widely accepted, larger plans continue to
move away from the fully bundled approach.
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Partially
Bundled

26.7%

The trend toward unbundling has been modest
but steady. When asked about the most difficult

What is Revenue Sharing?

aspect of an unbundled plan, 40% cited inade-

Revenue sharing is a common practice where

quate communication followed by insufficient

a portion of a fund’s expense ratio is allocat-

internal resources to manage the plan (33.4%).

ed to pay for DC plan administration. For

Participant complaints were also cited by respon-

example, consider a fund with a 1% expense

dent firms (26.6%) as a difficult aspect of plan

ratio. The investment manager might be

unbundling. Other industry studies suggest these

required to pay a certain amount (e.g., 25

complaints—such as being unable to look up

basis points) of that expense ratio to the

ticker symbols in the newspaper—may not be

recordkeeper in revenue sharing to cover

widespread but rather limited to a small but vocal

administration costs. Revenue sharing is typi-

minority. Inadequate recordkeeping support was

cally negotiated between the investment

the least commonly cited issue (13.4%), which is

manager and the recordkeeper based on the

consistent with the broader industry trend of

share class of the fund in question. In the

recordkeepers working to improve unbundled

example above, an alternative institutional

plan support.

fund share class might have an expense ratio
of 75 basis points and no revenue sharing

What has been the greatest
challenge of unbundling?
Participant Complaints

26.6%

Adequate Internal Resources
to Manage Plan

38.4%

Adequate Communication
Adequate Trustee Services
Adequate Recordkeeper
Support

associated with it.

40.0%
20.0%
13.4%

Only one in five plan sponsors said they have
moved to an unbundled arrangement within the
past three years. Most (76.2%) unbundled plans
have been that way for more than three years.

The most commonly cited proprietary funds used
within plans are: 1) index (86.6%); 2) asset allocation (62.9%) and 3) stable value (54.3%). While
it can be argued that index funds are commodities, and therefore it may be reasonable to use
the recordkeepers’ index funds, such funds’ fees
vary greatly and the proprietary vehicle of the
recordkeeper may not be the most cost effective.
By contrast, it is not true that asset allocation
funds are commodities—indeed their role in DC

As might be expected, our survey finds that very

plans is growing with their classification as a

large plans (with assets over $1 billion) are more

Qualified Default Investment Alternative (QDIA).

likely to be fully unbundled than smaller plans.

Therefore careful consideration should be given

Among partially bundled plans, more than half

as to whether the recordkeeper’s proprietary

(52%) report that less than one-quarter of their

asset allocation funds are appropriate for the

funds are proprietary to their recordkeeper.

plan.

1

1 Proprietary means that the funds are managed by the investment division or affiliate of the recordkeeper.
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Use of Asset Allocation Funds
Consistent with other industry sources, the survey

desire to provide return potential while at the

found that the majority (64.4%) of DC plans offer

same time managing costs.

target date funds as their asset allocation vehicles. However, 15.1% offer both target date and
risk-based asset allocation funds and 16.4% offer
both target date and balanced funds (not shown
in chart). This suggests that while plan sponsors
are eager to embrace target date funds, they are
not always prepared to eliminate legacy riskbased or balanced funds—which may have substantial assets and can also be a QDIA.

Also related to plan costs, the majority (58.3%) of
plan sponsors surveyed reported that their target
date funds are institutionally priced—which generally means the funds have the lowest fee share
class (usually without revenue sharing). This is
surprising, as many recordkeepers’ proprietary
target date funds offer revenue sharing and many
plans use the proprietary funds of their recordkeeper. One possible explanation is that the

What types of asset allocation funds
do you offer?

recordkeepers’ proprietary target date funds often

Target Date
(e.g., 2010, 2020, 2030)

be marketed as appropriate for DC plans, and

Risk-Based (e.g., conservative,
moderate, aggressive)
Balanced
(e.g., 60%/40%)
None

64.4%

are available in only one share class—which may
therefore institutional.

35.6%

Are you planning to offer
target date funds?

30.1%

Not
applicable

2.7%

Yes,
within the next
12 months

12%

Among respondents that do not offer target date

32%

funds, nearly half (44%) intend to adopt them at
some point, generally within the next 12 months.

44%

Most currently offer risk-based funds, which may

No

afford them breathing room in target date fund
selection, as risk-based funds can also be a QDIA.

12%
Yes,
sometime after
12 months

The majority of plans with target date funds use

Fewer than one in five (18.8%) plans offer non-

actively managed options (57.4%). This is consis-

institutionally priced target date funds within their

tent with the fact that many recordkeepers’ pro-

plan. Just under 15% of plan sponsors offer

prietary target date funds are actively managed

collective trust target date funds despite these

and, as noted earlier, many plans use their record-

funds’ increased prevalence. A mere 8% of plans

keeper’s target date funds. A mix of indexed and

use a separate account or customized mix of core

actively managed target date funds is more popu-

funds. Our survey findings suggest the use of a

lar (25.5%) than fully indexed target date funds

customized mix of core funds is still an emerging

(17%). Mixed active and passive target date funds

trend.

are often a compromise between plan sponsors’
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Plan Fees
Fee Calculations and Benchmarking
Turning to plan fees, most (88.7%) plan sponsors

keepers will provide benchmarking data, only

have calculated plan costs within the past 12

13.5% of plan sponsors reported using their

months. Fewer than 3% of plans surveyed calcu-

recordkeeper for benchmarking—undoubtedly

lated plan costs more than three years ago. This is

reflecting concerns about objectivity.

not surprising given the increased scrutiny of DC
plan fees.

Benchmarking techniques vary broadly. About
one in four (28%) plan sponsors cited customized

Nearly half (49.3%) of the plan sponsors who cal-

surveys of multiple recordkeepers as the means

culated plan costs were responsible for the fee

for benchmarking plan fees. About the same num-

calculation, often in conjunction with the record-

ber (26%) of plan sponsors use general bench-

keeper and/or consultant. Consultants (47.8%)

marking data, such as from the Committee on

were responsible for fee calculations slightly more

Investment of Employee Benefit Assets (CIEBA).

often than recordkeepers (41.8%). The growing
trend of recordkeepers providing fee transparency
analyses as part of the regular annual plan review
is evident in these results. However, the level of
actual transparency varies from one recordkeeper
to another.

These are two very different benchmarking
approaches. Custom benchmarking—whereby
the plan is actually put “out to bid” with a request
for proposal—is a much more involved process
that is likely to yield more detailed benchmarking
information. In contrast, benchmarking with

Who was responsible for your fee calculation?
(check all that apply)

Plan Sponsor

Investment Manager

How was benchmarking accomplished?

41.8%

Consultant/Advisor
Actuary

especially when dealing with a complex plan.
49.3%

Recordkeeper

generic data is simpler but may yield less insight,

47.8%
1.5%
10.4%

Unknown
Multiple
Sources
Consultant
Database

6%
10%

Using data
from individual
recordkeeper
database

6%
28%

In addition to calculating plan fees, most plan
sponsors (76.5%) reported that they benchmark

26%
14%

plan fees as well. Benchmarking is typically performed by the consultant/advisor (67.3%). About
one in three (34.6%) plan sponsors performed
their own fee benchmarking. While some record-

Using a customized
survey of multiple
recordkeepers

10%

Using general
benchmarking data
(such as from CIEBA)

Using a customized
survey of other
plan sponsors
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Steps Plan Sponsors Are Taking Regarding DC Plan Fees
More than three-quarters of respondent firms

What was the outcome of
your fee calculation?

(80.6%) indicated that plan fees are generally
inline with expectations, while 13.4% found that
fees are higher than expected. Nearly half of plan

Plan fees
were lower
than expected

sponsors reported that they are somewhat or very
likely to switch to lower fee share classes in 20082009. This suggests that while fees are inline with

6.0%
Plan fees
were higher
than expected

13.4%

80.6%

expectations, many plan sponsors still see room
for reductions.

Plan sponsors are focusing on several areas in
2008-2009 when it comes to DC plan fees:
• One-third of respondent firms indicated they
intend to renegotiate recordkeeper fees
(34.8%).
• Just over one-quarter (27.7%) are very likely
to conduct a fee study. As noted earlier, the
majority of plan sponsors have calculated
and benchmarked plan fees within the past
12 months. However, fee assessment is
increasingly becoming a regular annual part
of plan sponsor due diligence.
• Consistent with the notion of renegotiating

Plan fees were
inline with
expectations

• Just 13.6% of plan sponsors deem it very
likely they will conduct a recordkeeper search
over this time period. This suggests that while
fees may be an issue, service level is
generally not.
• 11.1% of plan sponsors said they are very
likely to unbundle the plan by using collective
trusts

and/or

separate

accounts.

This

indicates that the trend toward unbundling
the DC plan continues at a modest pace.
• Only one in 10 (9.7%) sponsors said it is very
likely they will reduce or eliminate the use of
revenue sharing to pay plan expenses.

recordkeeper fees, 21.5% of plan sponsors

• Few plan sponsors are very likely to go to the

reported that they are very likely to switch

extreme of moving some or all funds from

funds within their plan to lower fee share

actively managed to index funds (6.1%).

classes.
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What steps around fees are you most likely to engage in for 2008–2009?
Answer Options

Very
Likely

Somewhat Somewhat
Likely
Unlikely

Very
Unlikely

Renegotiate recordkeeper fees

34.8%

10.6%

31.8%

22.7%

Conduct a fee study

27.7%

23.1%

20.0%

27.7%

Switch certain funds to lower fee share classes

21.5%

27.7%

24.6%

26.2%

Conduct a recordkeeper search

13.6%

15.2%

13.6%

57.6%

Unbundle the plan by using collective trusts
and/or separate accounts

11.1%

17.5%

19.0%

52.4%

Reduce or eliminate the use of revenue sharing
to pay for plan expenses

9.7%

16.1%

32.3%

41.9%

Move some or all funds from actively managed to index funds

6.1%

7.6%

28.8%

57.6%

Fee Payments
Turning to fee payments, the survey found that

$1,000 versus 1% fee on $100,000 may be

investment management fees are fully paid by

viewed as uneven). For these reasons the mixed

plan participants in most plans (88.6%). However,

approach—part dollar payment and part percent-

just over half (56%) of plan sponsors reported that

age payment—could be a reasonable compro-

administration fees are 100% paid by partici-

mise.

pants.
Revenue sharing and other fund allocations are
the most common payment methods for administration costs by plan participants (60.4%).

How are plan fees paid?
Investment Management Fees
Administrative Fees
88.6%

100% paid by plan participants

55.7%

However, nearly one-quarter of plans (23%) use
an explicit per participant dollar fee to pay administration expenses, while 28% use a percentage
fee (e.g., an add-on) to pay administration.
Philosophically, plan sponsors are often torn

4.3%

Partially paid by plan participants

21.4%
7.1%

100% paid by plan sponsor

Other

20.0%
0%

between per participant dollar payments and percentage payments. On one hand, per participant
dollar payments may appear to overburden participants with low balances ($100 per participant
fee on $1,000 balance versus $100 per participant
fee on a $100,000 balance is perceived as
uneven). On the other hand, there are many fixed

2.9%

How do participants pay for
the administration of the plan?
(check all that apply)

Through revenue sharing or some
kind of administrative allocation
back from the investment fund
An explicit per participant
dollar fee is assessed

60.4%

22.6%

costs associated with administration and it may
seem uneven to assess the same percentage fee
on plans regardless of size (e.g., 1% fee on

A percentage fee is assessed across
some or all funds outside of
the investment management fees

28.3%
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When revenue sharing or an administrative allocation is used in a plan it usually comes from a subset of funds, as opposed to being spread across

What percentage of the funds
in the plan offer revenue sharing
or some kind of administrative allocation
back from the investment fund?

all funds. Nearly two-thirds (62.5%) of plan sponsors said that fewer than 100% of funds offer rev-

10% to 25%
Don't know

enue sharing. Nearly 30% said that revenue shar-

16.7%

25%

ing is offered by 50% or fewer funds within the
plan. When revenue sharing is limited to only a
subset of a plan’s investment funds, the issue of
equitable payment of plan administration expens-

26% to 50%

12.5%
12.5%

12.5%

100%
20.8%

51% to 75%

es is raised. In other words, participants in funds
that offer revenue sharing may be viewed as “sub-

76% to 99%

sidizing” the administrative costs of plan partici-

tions, or whether plan expenses were borne equi-

pants in funds that do not offer revenue sharing.

tably by participants in the plan. This is an area

Interestingly, a full quarter (25%) did not know the

that could leave some plan sponsors exposed

percentage of funds with administrative alloca-

from a fiduciary perspective.

Use of Company Stock For Administration Fees
Whether or not participants in the company stock
fund should share in defraying administrative
costs is a common debate. Of the 33% of plan
sponsors offering company stock in the survey,
close to one-third (30%) said that the company
stock fund has no administration fees associated

What type of administration fees
are applied to the company stock?
(check all that apply)
None
Dollar fee (paid by participant) 8.7%
Dollar fee (paid by plan sponsor) 0%

with it. Just over one in five (21.7%) said a basis

Basis point fee

point administration fee is assessed. About one-

Transaction fee (share accounting)

quarter (26.1%) cited a transaction fee. When
offered, company stock represents 17.5% of plan
assets according to the survey. This is material
enough that plan sponsors offering company
stock would be wise to carefully assess their policy toward how participants in the company stock
fund contribute to administrative expenses.
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30.4%

Don't know

21.7%
26.1%
17.4%

Use of ERISA Reimbursement Accounts
Some plans with revenue sharing find that the
funds within their investment menu generate

What expenses are paid through
the “ERISA” type account?
(check all that apply)

excess revenue relative to the fees required to pay
for plan administration. One way to address this

Communication

situation is to create an Employee Retirement

Legal

Income Security Act (ERISA) account (also known

Auditing

as a plan reimbursement account). This account is
typically held outside the plan by the recordkeeper. Excess revenue sharing is held in the account

42.9%
57.1%
85.7%

Consulting
Other

100%
42.9%

and used to cover plan related expenses.
According to the survey, about one-quarter

It is a common practice that monies in an ERISA

(25.9%) of plans with revenue sharing have ERISA

account must be spent during the year they are

accounts, just over half (51.9%) do not and near-

accrued. Just over half (57.1%) of respondents

ly one in five (18.5%) plan sponsors were unsure.

said that they regularly utilize the entire value of

Consulting was cited by all of the respondents

the ERISA account, 14.3% said they do not use it

with ERISA accounts as the most common

all and over one-quarter (28.6%) said they do not

expense paid by this account, followed by audit-

know. Usually, fees that are not expended during

ing and legal expenses.

the year in which they are accrued go back to the
recordkeeper, inflating plan costs.
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Key Areas of Focus Around DC Plan Fees
When it comes to DC plan fees, the three main

(22.4%). It is important to note that it is not nec-

priorities for plan sponsors are ensuring that fees

essary under ERISA to ensure that fees are the

are: 1) reasonable (47.8%); 2) monitored and doc-

lowest possible—only that they are reasonable for

umented (35.8%); and 3) the lowest possible

the services provided.

Please select in order of importance your key areas of focus around DC plan fees for 2008–2009.
(5 = greatest area of focus; 1 = least area of focus)

5

4

3

That they are well monitored and documented

2
34.3%

That they are well communicated to participants

35.8%
47.8%

That they are reasonable

That they are the lowest fees possible

1

22.4%

25.4%

That they are equitable

28.8%

0%

22.4%

17.9%

22.4%

32.8%
24.2%

9.0% 9.0%

11.9% 7.5% 10.4%

20.9%

17.9%
18.2%

11.9%

16.4%

14.9% 9.0%
18.2% 10.6%
100%

Conclusion
Plan sponsors are clearly focused on monitoring

The survey results suggest that plan sponsors

and evaluating DC plan fees, many indicating a

may wish to focus on how equitably fees are paid,

readiness to challenge the level of fees paid to

utilization of the ERISA account and whether their

their recordkeeper and to negotiate a better fee

use of the recordkeepers’ proprietary funds

structure. However, the survey also shows that

remains appropriate for the plan and its partici-

plan sponsors are generally not prepared to move

pants.

aggressively away from the revenue sharing
model of fee payment and that partially unbundled
plans are far more common than fully unbundled
models.
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